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Meijer Seeks Midwest-Made Products at its Second Virtual
Localization Summit
Retailer continues its commitment to partnering with small, local businesses during Lift Local
Supplier Event

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.>,April 25, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- Meijer announced today the return of its Lift Local
Supplier Event, giving local businesses across the retailer's six-state footprint the opportunity to virtually
showcase their offerings to Meijer buyers and procurement teams.

"Our partnerships with vendors in our footprint allow us to directly impact our local economies," said Peter
Whitsett, Meijer Executive Vice President of Merchandising and Marketing. "By featuring local products, we're
able to support small businesses while providing our customers with a greater sense of community, offering
items that resonate with their values and culture. This event helps us find those unique products and continue
sourcing locally."

The July 19-21 virtual event will focus on the following categories:

Grocery, including fresh, deli and bakery
Baby
Beauty and personal care
Over-the-counter and wellness

Businesses that manufacture or grow retail-ready products in the states of Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Ohio and Wisconsin can apply by May 20 for consideration here.

"After a successful first event, we're excited to further grow our community of local business vendors," said
Jamie Akemann, Group Vice President of Global Sourcing, Indirect Procurement, Supplier Diversity and Product
Quality at Meijer. "This isn't just an opportunity for fully-developed brands, but a chance for us to build
relationships with small, local businesses and invest in their long-term success."

The summit follows the retailer's third Supplier Diversity event in March, during which Meijer buyers and
procurement teams met with more than 200 certified minority-, LGBTQ+-, woman-, veteran- and disability-
owned businesses to diversify their vendor base and better serve their customers. These events are part of the
retailer's ongoing efforts to enhance the diversity of its business partners and amplify development in its
communities.

Once event applications are submitted, Meijer teams will review and select the vendors they would like to meet
and will be invited to a virtual or in-person meeting. Suppliers not chosen for the event will still be accessible
through the RangeMe registration tools and may be reviewed by Meijer buyers again in the future as business
needs change.

While they may not qualify for July's event, local vendors with indirect services or products outside of the
previously mentioned categories are still encouraged to submit their information through the retailer's Vendor
Hub.

About Meijer: Meijer is a Grand Rapids, Mich.-based retailer that operates 258 supercenters and grocery
stores throughout Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky and Wisconsin. A privately-owned and family-
operated company since 1934, Meijer pioneered the "one-stop shopping" concept and has evolved through the
years to include expanded fresh produce and meat departments, as well as pharmacies, comprehensive
apparel departments, pet departments, garden centers, toys and electronics. For additional information on
Meijer, please visit www.meijer.com. Follow Meijer on Twitter @twitter.com/Meijer and @twitter.com/MeijerPR or
become a fan at www.facebook.com/meijer.
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